Redeeming your access code

Thank you for purchasing an access code for an online product from Elsevier. Accessing these online products is easier than ever. Take a look at the simple steps indicated here.
Let’s Get Started

Go to the URL provided in your access card (or go directly to the student home page of Evolve.)

All Elsevier access codes hosted on Evolve can now be redeemed from this single box on the student home page of Evolve.

Enter your code into the box and hit submit.
Your product will be added to your cart, and the price will change to $0.00 to reflect your previous access code purchase.

Complete the checkout process.
After completing the checkout process, your online product will be added to your “My Evolve” content list.

Some online products will require a CourseID from your instructor before you are able to access them for the first time. Contact your instructor to obtain this CourseID.

Some products may also include an option to enter the course as independent self-study with no interaction from an instructor. Do not enter via this path if your course is being led by an instructor. Any activities or other course work you complete in an independent self-study course CAN NOT BE TRANSFERRED to your instructor’s version of the course.